
From: Zhang Liu [zhangliumailbox@sina.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 02, 2006 8:34 AM 
To: FSIS RegulationsComments 
Subject: A response to Beef Manufacturer-BROOK,BRAD 

You’re suspicious that the poultry products from China, even as the transportation
vessel for them, may bear unqualified microorganisms. This idea proved that you have only
a little knowledge or even nothing about our country’s actuality of poultry processing
inspection system either at official’s level or at manufacturer’s level .Of course,it’s
understandable for that you’re not one of the experts who had been assigned by your
country to visit China for several times and conduct equivalent audit over the poultry
processing inspection system between China and America．Therefore,why did you not believe the 

audit report submitted by your FSIS officers?You know,all of the officers are qualified professors majored 

in different fields such as microorganism,risk analysis,Haccp system,etc. Some Chinese manufacturers which 

has been undergone the inspection by your officers introduced that they had visited some poultry 

slaughterhouse and plants in America in recent years,they don’t believe how can your native plants satisfy 

with some of the high requirements raised by your officers,such as sanitation control on spot.

    You made the conclusion that the Bird Flu in China are in a mess only because that you all once had 

been rejected to visit any farm in China.It’s a kind of distrust to our Chinese government,but hopefully 

it’s only your personal opinion.I think you know China far less or you hold prejudice for China，At least 

that you don’t know WTO , OIE and other world organizations give high commend and approval to Chinese 

Government for their positive reign trend of more transparency,higher efficiency and more honesty.

    Despite of this ,if we scan widely and long-termly,we’re sure the proposal will benefit the sino-

America poultry trade ;Indeed ,you can never mind that if the poultry industry of America can be suffered 

from the impact stimulated by this proposal,because your administrator had made a comprehensive survey that 

the amount increased from this proposal will likely be so small as to have little effect on supply and 

prices. Most of American consumers, I believe ,may have broad breast to accept fresh alternatives 

,rather that these are poultry products which will be strictly inspected by your government on the safety 

and wholesome. Sensible American consumers will benefit from increased choices in the marketplace and lower 

price .Don’t forget you have the right not to purchase the poultry products from China  until one day you 

throw off your prejudice;Of course,we expect you and those have the same doubtful opinion as you on this 

proposal ,to have more chance to visit China and communicate with  Chinese.By then,I’m sure you’ll know 

much more about the poultry processing inspection system of China.

                                  A Chinese citizen as a beef manufacturer  

MR. BRILLANT , ZHENG 
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